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2. Abbreviations 

 Flat Foot – FF; Flexible Flat Foot – FFF; Acquired Flat Foot – AFF; 

Short Foot Exercise – SFE; Medial Longitudinal Arch – MLA; Custom 

Made Insole(s) – CMI(s); Polypropylene – PP; Polyethylene – PE; 

Computer Aided Design/ Computer Aided Manufacturing – CAD/CAM; 

Supra Malleolar Orthosis – SMO; Adequate Intake – AI; Daily 

Reference Intake(s) – DRI(s); Subtalar Arthroereisis – STA; Plantar 

Fasciae – PF; Recommended Daily Intakes – RDIs; Daily Reference 

Intakes – DRIs; Ultraviolet B – UVB; Tibialis Posterior Tendon 

Reconstruction – TPTR; Tibialis Posterior Tendon - (TTP); Orthopedic(s) 

– Ortho; Congenital Hip Dysplasia – CHD; Right – R; Stretching 

Exercises – SE; IU - International Units; Ascorbic Acid – AA; Vitamin – 

Vit.; Peroneus Longus Muscle(s) – PLM(s); Achilles Tendon – AT; 

Strengthening Exercises – SE; Release exercises – RE; BMD – Bone 

Mass Density 

3. Alternative Words 

  Fallen Arches - Flat Foot – Pes Planus; Insoles – Inserts; Valgus 

– Pronation; Disorder – Condition; Prophylactic – Prevention; 

Dysfunction – Insufficiency; Prognosis – Outcome; Hallux – Big Toe; 

Plantar flexion - Extension – Stretching; Calcaneal – Heel; Tender – 

Rigid; Subtalar Arthroereisis - Subtalar Joint Arthroereisis; Plantar 

Fasciae - Plantar Fascia; Recommended Daily Intakes – Daily 

Reference Intakes; Digital Foot Scanner(s) - Foot Digitizer(s); Charcot 
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Foot - Neuropathic Osteoarthropathy; Vitamin C - L-Ascorbic Acid; Big 

Toe – Hallux 

1. Keywords 

 Flatfoot, pes planus, treatment, conservative treatment, exercises, 

physical therapy, insoles, vitamins, diet, recommended 

5. Introduction  

            In today’s age of super-rapid advancements in technology, 

human studies and all other aspects of life, the need for more focus, 

dedication, and specialization is increasingly becoming a priority. 

Prioritizing in the study, research, and development of all scientific and 

professional specialties and subspecialties has become the cutting-

edge between mediocre practice and the excellence one. 

 This reality is even more eminent and of a sensitive nature when 

it comes to medical and health sciences; the UK Medical Council of 

Medicine points that only in the US there are about 80 medical 

specialties and more than 110 sub-specialties.1 From this perspective 

and for the purpose of advancing the sub-specialty of Orthopedic 

Rehab and especially that of the Flat Foot Pathology we are developing 

this research study thesis. 

5.1 Orthopedic Rehabilitation Specialty 

  Medical rehabilitation is the process of reinstating or taking back 

the psycho-physical well-being and emotional health enjoyed before 

one disease or a pathological process took place in us. According to 
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Merriam-Webster dictionary, one of the definitions of the word 

rehabilitate is: to restore or bring to a condition of health or useful and 

constructive activity2; this process is quite often complex in its nature, 

and becomes even more so when it comes to Orthopedic 

Rehabilitation. 

         Rehabilitation in Orthopedics involves a variety of interventions, 

modifications, adjustments, programs and not only these; Orthopedic 

Rehabilitation requires also a well-coordinated and synergized team of 

compassionate, multidisciplinary, and highly skilled healthcare 

professionals. These processes and other important ones will be the 

theme of our study. 

 5.2 Study purpose  

 The development of this theme has a multi-layer purpose; as 

previously stated, its primary aim is to advance the science of 

Orthopedic Rehab in FF treatment, but not only. It purposes also to 

deepen personal and public understanding of FF pathology, while 

providing at the same time a research-based and empirical view of its 

onset, prognosis and treatment options. This endeavor will also aim to 

become a respective reference point for healthcare professionals, 

including physicians, nurses, physical therapists, ortho-prosthetic 

technicians, pharmacists, radiologists, and dietitians. 

 In a narrower specter this thesis will attempt to: a) Provide some 

comprehensive information to FF patients, parents of FF patients, and 

other people sharing a common interest towards FF pathology and its 
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respective treatment b) Stress the point of the holistic evaluation, 

treatment, and follow up for all patients in general and especially for FF 

patients c) Encourage healthcare professionals, patients, and other 

people to look after, promote, and maintain their health as much 

holistically as possible and d) Orientate Albanian healthcare students 

and professionals to a new level of multidisciplinary approach, 

intercommunication and coordination in patient diagnostics, treatment 

and follow up. 

   The effort for this thesis started as a reaction to the scarce 

holistic literature related to FF conservative treatment and especially to 

its rehabilitation process. After some consistent and careful research, 

the data suggested a not so easy path towards accomplishing the task 

of constructing a solid argument in support of the chosen theme. While 

relevant material regarding FF etiology, diagnosing and surgical 

treatment surfaced quite randomly the conservative treatment data 

appeared much more sporadic. 

 In these circumstances, both moral and professional obligation, 

demand to take a stance through a practical approach; this practical 

approach has to be concurrently narrow in its specific scope (pertaining 

only to flat foot), and quite expanded in its multifaceted horizon of 

clinical research and accumulated experience. And since there is 

nothing impossible with God’s help,3 also this undertaking will be within 

our grasp as we move step by step through the proceedings of this 

thesis.  
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5.3 Hypothesized Path         

  This thesis will attempt to display a resumed categorization of FF 

deformity as a minuscule subdivision of musculoskeletal injuries, 

diseases, and disorders; this study will offer relatively little space to FF 

Definition, Classification, Prevalence, Etiology, Associated Conditions, 

Signs, Symptoms, Diagnosing, Prevention, Complications, and Surgical 

Interventions, but will focus more on FF Conservative Treatment and 

Rehabilitation.  

  Conservative Treatment and Rehabilitation chapter will 

concentrate especially on the elements of Physical Therapy Exercises 

and Custom-Made Orthopedic Insoles. In the chapter of Conservative 

Treatment is also included the subchapter Dietary Recommendations; 

Dietary Recommendations will be considered as unequivocal and 

integrative components of natural FF treatment. 

6. Definition 

         Flat foot or pes planus (from Latin) is the total or partial deficiency of 

longitudinal arch of the foot known also as the intermedial arch; the flat foot 

is uni or bilateral. 

7. Categorization 

         For a better understanding and to categorize the entire spectrum 

of rehabilitation in orthopedics, it is necessary ta first place to know 

the main divisions of musculoskeletal injuries, diseases, and disorders. 
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At this point, it is adequate to mention that in our study, we will 

discuss only a dozen of utmost common orthopedic conditions; for 

each of these we will give less space to their respective Definition, 

Classification, Prevalence, Etiology, Associated Conditions, Signs & 

Symptoms, Diagnosing, Prevention, and Complications, focusing more 

on their Conservative Treatment and Rehabilitation. 

 There are different systems to classify orthopedic conditions, but 

we will use the one based on the age of affected recipients. On this 

basis, orthopedic conditions are categorized as: congenital and 

acquired. Acquired conditions include various forms of fractures, 

dislocations, and arthritis; on the other hand, congenital conditions 

composed mainly from developmental disorders.  

7.1 Classification 

 Classified by age, pes planus could be congenital or acquired 

(during adulthood) and the differential diagnoses would be difficult 

until the age of three; this confirmation of the diagnoses is mainly due 

to the fact that the (intermedial) arch develops in childhood, between 

the ages of three and 10 years.4 Congenital flat foot is more flexible in 

the first two years of life5 and it is safe to say that almost all kids are 

flat feet up to this age.6 

 Based on the prognosis, flat feet will classify as physiologic (or 

constitutional) and pathologic. On the other hand, based on flexibility 
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PP can be flexible or not (rigid), with flexible FF accounting for the 

majority of cases7; within the subdivision of flexible FF (short FFF), 

approximately 25% of cases are associated with a shortness of the 

Achille’s Tendon.8 Flatt foot can be symptomatic or not; for the best 

purpose of this study, we will focus only on the symptomatic FF. In all 

cases, it is worth to underline that the relation structure-functionality 

remains one of the main bases to not only e classify the FF, but also 

how to treat it and follow it up. 

8. Prevalence and incidence  

         From the very beginning of this section, it is adequate to 

mention that mainly due to the lack of a consensual agreement on the 

strict clinical or radiographic criteria for defining a flatfoot9 there aren’t 

any dependable data regarding the incidence of FF, but approximate 

estimates point to a percentage of incidence varying from 2.7% to 

44%10 of all adult and pediatric world population. Regardless of this 

lack of exact incidence global-data, there are more abundant studies in 

regards to FF prevalence.  

         These studies report higher recurring rates in male-children and 

adult females11 with the tendency for prevalence to decrease sharply 

after the age of six;12 from this perspective more prone to develop FF 

are people of African-American descent. It is also noteworthy that 

regardless of patient age, it exists a high association between joint 

hypermobility, increased weight (or obesity) and flat foot 
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prevalence.13  

  Flexible Flatfoot accounts for approximately two-thirds of all FF 

cases with a drastic incidence of it happening during adolescence and 

adulthood.14 It is also worth to mention that a fairly limited number of 

flat feet develop secondary to neuromuscular deficits from Cerebral 

Palsy Conditions.15
 

9. Etiology 

         Symptomatic (pathologic) flat foot in children it is caused by a 

variety of reasons, but the most severe form of it is Vertical Talus or 

otherwise known as Congenital Vertical Talus; in this case the talus 

bone it is not positioned in its normal horizontal position, but vertically 

causing dorsiflexion of the forefoot and equinus of hindfoot. Because of 

this anatomical position and posture pattern, CGT is called also Rocker 

Bottom Foot. 

         A very common cause of FF is the fusion of the foot bones called 

otherwise osseous coalition; in FF tarsal coalitions of hindfoot 

predominate the following fusions: a) talocalcaneal fusion (from the 

fusion of talus with the calcaneal bone) and b) the calcaneal-navicular 

fusion (from the fusion of the calcaneal bone with the navicular one). A 

less common (but not less severe) foot osseous coalition contributing 

to the FF deformity is also the osseous coalition of navicular bone with 

the cuneiform ones.  

    As pertaining to the AAFF (or progressive flat foot), the largest 

(and broadly accepted) problem causing FF is the Dysfunction or 
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Insufficiency of Posterior Tibial Tendon even though different late 

research will characterize it more as an extensive involvement of 

ligaments… and a mismatch between active and passive arch 

stabilizers.16 As per the opinion (based also on experience) of the 

writer of this developing thesis, both the dysfunction of PTT and the 

insufficiency of other active and passive foot stabilizers are crucial 

contributors to AAFD. To the aide of this latter statement comes (also) 

the study of Boerum and Sangeorzan with the assertion that the main 

factors that contribute to an acquired flat foot deformity are excessive 

tension in the triceps surae, obesity, PTT dysfunction, or ligamentous 

laxity in the spring ligament, plantar fascia, or other supporting plantar 

ligaments.17 

         It is thought that loss of connective tissue, such as in the cases 

of Ehlers-Danlos syndrome and joint hypermobility syndrome, and 

some neuromuscular conditions (such as cerebral palsy, spina bifida, 

and muscular dystrophy) are direct contributors to the cause of FF.18 

Other congenital conditions influencing directly to symptomatic or 

asymptomatic FF are vertical talus, calcaneovalgus and metatarsus 

adductus.  

         Family history and different iatrogenic over-or under-corrections 

are also distinct FF contributors.19 Among risk predisposing factors for 

FF, it is important to underline overweight,20 obesity, age,21 and high 

blood pressure;22 the same is true also for pregnancy. Dr. Merton L. 

Root, a well renown authority in the world of orthopedic biomechanics, 
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maintains that a short gastrocnemius, the osseous blockage of the 

ankle joint and above all the ankle in equinus position, are responsible 

for FF; in this regard Mr. Sgarlato (one of the coresearchers of Dr. 

Root) adds that not only the shortening of gastrocnemius but also the 

shortening of soleus it is a potential cause for FF.23
 

 Less common causes are Genu Valgus, Foot Injuries, Foot 

Arthritis, Tight Heel Ligament, Osteogenesis Imperfecta, Diabetes 

Mellitus, Ligamentous Hyper-Laxity, Charcot Foot (called otherwise also 

neuropathic osteoarthropathy) as well as previously stated, Cerebral 

Palsy, Spina Bifida, Muscular Dystrophy, etc.24  

 

10. Associated Conditions 

         The most common conditions associated with FF are 

Hammertoes, Tendonitis, Plantar Fasciitis, Arthritis of Foot Joints, 

Bunions, Stress Fractures, shortness of Achille’s Tendon, Shin Splints 

25 as well as Congenital Vertical Talus and Congenital Calcaneal-

Valgus.26 In cases when FF is caused by Congenital Calcaneal-Valgus 

Deformity it is quite randomly associated with Congenital Hip 

Dysplasia;27 with this said it is of primary importance to rule out the 

existence of CHP if Congenital Calcaneal-Valgus Deformity diagnosis is 

confirmed.  

  Another (less common) condition associated with FF is the 

Accessory Navicular Syndrome (a congenital condition) which consists 

in an extra bone (called Accessory Navicular) attached to the navicular 
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one; the Accessory Navicular bone contributes in the worsening of 

(already present) edema and pain.28 A high incidence of flat foot is 

noticed also in patients with neurogenic hypertension center,29 and in 

the cases of pediatric hypermobile FF it is quite randomly associated 

with pediatric bunions.30
 

         Even though overpronation is often described as a mere sign of 

flat foot, the fact of the matter is that FF and overpronation are distinct 

medical conditions which are remarkably associated with one another 

(especially evident in the cases when FF falls into the category of 

FFF).31 When this close relation exists, the body is more prone to 

structural conditions such as excessive lumbar lordosis, functional 

scoliosis, pelvic misalignment, and degenerative changes. At this point, 

it is made obviously clear that the biomechanics of the foot influence 

the alignment and function of more proximal joints and even the whole 

locomotor apparatus;32 with other words, it is correct to say that quite 

often as a result of moderate or severe FF deformity we can observe 

that ankles, knees, coxo-femoral bones and (not rarely) also columnar 

vertebrae painful and/or deformed at various degrees. 

 

11. Signs and Symptoms 

         The main predominant signs and symptoms, of which flat foot 

patients complain are foot fatigue, pain,33 posture instability, edema, 

deformity (especially on the medial ankle aspect), difficulty in 

ambulation and walk impairment. In moderate and severe cases, pain 
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is sensed quite randomly over the medial malleolus, around the 

navicular bone (including the accessory navicular bone34 when this 

later one is present). The patient does describe the pain as a dull 

aching discomfort underfoot (especially during weight bearing), which 

feels like a collapse of the foot’s arch.35 Pain is increased considerably 

while the FF patient suffers also from a short and tender Achille’s 

Tendon and consequently from Achille’s Tendonitis.36 Most of the above 

symptoms are generally related or caused by the inability of the 

posterior tibial tendon to maintain both foot and ankle in normal 

anatomic positions.  

         According to American Orthopaedics Foot & Ankle Society, other 

common symptoms of FF are progressive flattening of the arch, 

shifting of the heel so that it is no longer aligned underneath the rest 

of the leg, rotation, and deformity of the forefoot, tightening of the 

heel cord, development of arthritis, and deformity of the ankle joint.37  

An obvious sign observed during walk 

shows an outward shift of  the heel and the 

whole foot; in medical terms,  this is called 

eversion, valgus position or overpronation of 

the foot in the sagittal plane. In the most 

severe cases, the sole of the foot 

is presented with a clear convexity. 

 

Fig. 1 Eversion of R. 

Foot   
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       It is to be considered worthwhile and fairly precautionary when 

we learn to distinguish and be aware when FF is caused by the 

neuropathic osteoarthropathy condition; in this case, when Diabetes 

Mellitus is confirmed as the primary cause of Charcot Foot we need to 

approach it with a double standard of care. Recognition (of the 

combination of these conditions)* and timely management can prevent 

lifelong deformity or amputation.38  

         Other accompanying signs manifested with mild and severe 

forms of FF are Hyperextension of shin bones and misalignment of hips 

and knees; the misalignment of the knees on its part has the potential 

to cause grinding of medial meniscus especially in cases of severe FF. 

There is also a hypothesized relationship between standing planus foot 

morphology and increased postural stress on other tibiofemoral and 

patellofemoral tissues;39 this increased postural stress on tibiofemoral 

and patellofemoral tissues is one of the contributing factors for the 

causation of both recurvatum and jump knee gaits.40  More 

biomechanical details pertaining to the dynamic particularities of walk 

pattern in FF patients is discussed in the next section.  

12. Diagnosing  

  Diagnostics of FF vary depending on the severity of factors such 

as the age of the subject, grade of the condition, and awareness in its 

regard; among different diagnostic methods, the easiest and the most 
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popular is the wet-test or the ink method. This method is 100% 

conservative, natural, and extremely cost-effective; it can be 

performed personally with literally just water (or whatever safe liquid) 

and paper. After merging in the liquid, the foot leans over a dry paper. 

The paper in the wet imprint will show with accuracy the bottom relief 

of the foot; this relief does show even clearer if we impose the paper in 

the direction of the sun, a light bulb or an equal luminescent source.  

Fig. 2 Steps of performing the Ink-Method 

  The ink method provides (generally) a sufficient diagnostic 

caliber in regards to grades of FF when this pathology is present in the 

subject evaluated. Grades of FF prescribed in more detail below are 

divided into three categories: Grade 1 is the dynamic or supple FF, 

Grade 2 is hypo-dynamic or partially supple and Grade 3 nondynamic 

or the rigid (contracted) FF. 

     

           

  

        Fig. 3 Denis Method Classification Grades Of The Plantar Footprint  

                  (Picture Courtesy Of American Academy Of Pediatrics)
41 
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         As it is clearly visible from Figure 2, both the 2nd and 3rd grades 

lack totally the inner arch’s concavity with the 3rdone having a very 

noticeable convexity and the 2nd having an (approximately) straight 

line from the base of the Hallux to the inner aspect of the heel. The 1st 

grade shows a minimal inner arch (concavity) between the (imaginary) 

line drawn from Hallux to the inner aspect of the heel.  

 Flat foot grades and their anatomic implications are understood 

better when studied along with (both) the dynamics and biomechanics 

of the foot and ankle during the walking process. For example, if we 

are well aware that the first strike of the foot is made with the heel, we 

have a main mean to distinguish the flat foot’s 1ststrike with both heel 

and medial part of midfoot which has, in this case, a full contact with 

the ground; in this instance the forefoot will be in abduction position to 

the rear foot. 

         Generally, for a properly verified and differentiated diagnosis are 

necessary these steps: 1) physical examination 2) observation(s) and 

3) lab and/or diagnostic tests. 

12.1 Physical Examination 

   During the physical examination we check the patient mainly in a 

static position and manually for muscle strength, potential tender areas 

and flexibility during passive ROM’s. A widely used test while 

performing physical examination for FF is Jack’s Test (or Hubscher's 

maneuver);42  this test consists in the dorsiflexion of the Hallux and 
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observation of the flexibility of inter-medial curb of the foot 

(longitudinal arch); this method is especially adequate in determining 

the flexibility or rigidity thereof of the confirmed flatfoot.  

         Confirmed flatfeet recipients can perform the standing tiptoe test 

which in many cases will be a crucial test to differentiate between 

Flexible and Rigid Flat Feet conditions. The standing tiptoe test consists 

in the patient standing over the tip of his/her toes; if the heel corrects 

from valgus to neutral position and the arch is well visible, then the flat 

foot is flexible; to the contrary, if during tiptoe standing the calcaneus 

does not correct and the intermedial arch does not become distinctly 

visible, then the condition is determined as a Rigid Flat Foot. 

12.2 Observation 

  During the observation, we analyze all components of gait, 

posture, and walk. If these analyses indicate any specific abnormality, 

it is important to determine the cause and extent of the abnormality 

and its consequences. One of the most valuable tools for the 

examination and confirmation of an FF diagnosis, is Foot Posture Index 

(FPI) is; this Index is the optimal blend of physical examination and 

observation of the foot in both static and dynamic positions. 

 Even though the FPI provides sufficient information for most of 

the foot deformities, in our study we will focus only on FPI’s specific 

scoring criteria for the FF; these are respectively: palpation of Talar 

head, evaluation of supra and infra lateral malleolar curvatures, the 
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position of Calcaneal frontal plane, the prominence in the talonavicular 

joint region, congruence of intermedial arch of the foot and abduction/ 

/adduction positions of the forefoot related to the rearfoot.43 

  While palpating the talar head of the FF patient its medial side 

will be normally palpable, but its lateral side will be only slightly or not 

at all palpable. During observation of supra and infra lateral malleolar 

curvatures of a FF patient, it is evident that the supra lateral malleolar 

curvature is slightly or significantly more concave than Supra and infra 

lateral malleolar curvature. In the evaluation of Calcaneal frontal plane 

position of FF patients, it is observed a valgus position with an eversion 

of ≥5°; this eversion causes, in turn, tibial internal rotation, creating a 

mechanism for excessive transverse friction at the knee joint.44 

       Observation of the talonavicular joint in an FF patient shows 

distinctly the prominence of this articulation. In an FF patient, the 

height of the intermedial arch is low or missing completely in its central 

part; this central part does have partial or full contact with the surface 

below the foot. While looking from the back, the position of the 

forefoot related to the rearfoot of an FF patient, we can notice that in 

contrast to the medial toes, which are little or no visible at all, the 

lateral ones are clearly or very clearly visible. 

12.3 Diagnosing Devices 

 To determine a positive FF diagnosis, exist a multitude of 

diagnostic devices including Podoscopes, Podoscanometer Platforms, 
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Digital Foot Scanners (Foot Digitizers), Mechanical Foot Scanners as 

well as more complicated ones such as Ultrasounds, MRIs, X-rays and 

CT scans. X-rays and especially CT scans have a high cost and 

radiation exposure; for these very reasons, the medical staff should be 

very conservative and reserved while prescribing and/or 

recommending such procedures. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Foot Digitizer with pins  Fig. 5 Foot Digitizer Image  Fig. 6 Podoscope 

  Another handy tool to 

determine the cause of an 

abnormal motion (which as 

a consequence affects gait 

and posture) is fine-wire 

EMG     (Electromyography) 

analyses;45 this analysis will determine the function of both tibialis 

posterior and tibialis anterior muscles in relation to a flat foot 

deformity. The most advanced fine-wire EMG analyzers do evaluate 

also the mechanical proprieties of foot muscles such as muscular 

stiffness, elasticity, relaxation, viscosity, and tonus.46
 

Fig.7 Podoscanometer’ Platform and Image 
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                                         Fig. 8 FF Lateral X-Ray 
47  

 
 

13. Prevention  
 

         In regards to congenital FF, it is quite safe to admit that (so far) 

there is no scientific possibility to prevent it; a few exceptions exist in 

this regard though. The first exception is the suggestion to strap all  

infants' feet with adhesive tape into a position of varus a few days 

after birth for a period of one month.48 This hypothesis has remained 

an isolated suggestion and there are not any known scientific 

researches, studies or shreds of evidence to support it; in ancient 

China people believed in a more traumatic and superstitious  practice; 

their belief was that the girls’ feet would become more beautiful in the 

future if broken (first) and then wrapped up at an age of 5-7.49  

         The other suggestion is based upon a relevant study, which 

asserts that the increased static arch height index in children and 

adolescents growing up barefoot … is in accordance with lower 

incidences of flat feet reported for habitually barefoot children using 

static measures.50  This suggestion tends to be as a matter of fact a 

double standing phenomenon, holding ground in both prevention and 

the treatment of Acquired and Flexible FF.51  If proved successful (the 

suggested) treatment of walking barefoot in the future must be applied 
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with a well distinct precaution to preserve feet from potential foreign 

dangerous objects. 

         In contrast with congenital FF prevention, the odds and results 

of prophylactic treatment differ when it comes to the condition of Adult 

Flat Foot Deformity; from this perspective the prevention of AAFD falls 

more in the category of treatment and consists in a variety of 

interventions which focus on the recovery of an already partial or total 

loss of the intermedial (longitudinal arch). In these circumstances and 

as pre-established in our guideline, our study will advance to the 

chapter-section of complications. 

14. Complications 

          Some FF-affected patients can experience persistent discomfort, 

pain, and edema in both feet and ankles if this condition is left 

untreated or its treatment fails; this phenomenon is more frequent in 

patients whose FF falls in the grade 3 (severe category). When a 

timely and adequate remedy for aggravated pathology presentations 

(discomfort, pain, and/or edema) is not achieved, these presentations 

can be counted also as complications. 

         Even though it is commonly accepted that FF itself does not have 

any other complications (apart from what was just mentioned in the 

previous paragraph), it is worth to mention some other potential 

complications. Potential complications of fallen intermedial arches 

are Tibialis posterior dysfunction, Hallux valgus, Metatarsalgia, Plantar 
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fasciitis, Knee and Low Back pain.52 Much of the literature which 

displays these suggested complications provides a satisfactory clinical 

narrative but lacks considerably the due backup of in-depth research 

and as such remains in the hypothesis ground. 

         The term complication (in regards to FF) it is used almost 

exclusively for post-surgery undesired outcomes; these undesired 

outcomes include, but are not limited to: infection, pain (temporary or 

permanent), swelling, hematoma, bleeding, blood clot, poor wound 

healing, incision breakdown, poor bone healing (delayed union, 

nonunion), malunion, nerve injury, disability, recurrence, hallux varus, 

metatarsalgia, unsightly scar, stiffness, shortness of toe, weakness, 

hardware problems, need for revisional surgery, and/or catastrophic 

loss.53
 

         Some of these complications result from poor or gone-wrong 

surgery procedures, but since these procedures are not the primary 

focus of our study, the complications of these procedures will be 

sidelined and mentioned shortly under the section of surgical 

treatment. Even though there are all these complications, low MLA is 

considered a benefactor in cases of foot stress fractures, reducing the 

gravity of respective bone and surrounding tissue structures.54
 

15. Treatment 

         It is a well-known fact that FF is treated with nonsurgical 

(conservative) and invasive (surgical) methods; these methods are 
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used sometimes in consecutive time-frames, sometimes concurrently, 

and some other times only one method is used. Prior of proceeding 

with a detailed overview of FF treatment, is necessary to mention that 

conservative treatment is not just the main component for FF 

prevention, but also a very favored approach for the treatment of 

already developed FF. 

1.1 Conservative Treatment of FF 

         The conservative treatment of FF is widely favored mainly for two 

reasons: first, its implementation does not constitute any potential risk to the 

patient (always assuming that proper conservative treatment was given); 

secondly, its implementation is relatively cheap and much less traumatic both 

physically and emotionally. Conservative treatment of FF intends primarily to 

prevent further deformation in both symptomatic and asymptomatic FF 

cases; the second goal is that hopefully conservative treatment will finally 

correct the already existing FF condition. 

         Conservative treatment of asymptomatic FF it is recommended 

with discretion in asymptomatic non-developmental pediatric cases;55 

instead, for both asymptomatic developmental pediatric FF and 

asymptomatic adult FF it is recommended patient (and/or parental) 

education, footwear modifications and monitoring. 

         In regards to symptomatic FF, only its flexible category is 

treated successfully by conservative means; conservative treatment of 

symptomatic FF includes patient (and/or parental) education, footwear 

modifications, monitoring, activity modification… orthoses, stretching 
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and strengthening exercises and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 

medications (in more severe cases).56 On the other hand, conservative 

treatment of rigid FF it is not sufficient to reverse deformities, but can 

be used in all development stages to soothe symptoms and improve 

clinical outcomes. 

         The means of FF conservative treatment differ and depend on FF 

severity, choice of attending physician, as well as patient and family 

compliance with the therapeutic regime. The most known conservative 

means for FF treatment are physical therapy, orthopedic shoes, 

insoles, and foot orthoses. For each of these means, there are specific 

advantages; the facts about these advantages are supported by 

multiple-data accumulated along year-long studies. 

1.1.1 Physical Therapy 

 Physical Therapy for FF can be done easily on a personal basis; this will 

avoid too many appointments at the physical therapist and will 

lower respective treatment-costs. Physical therapy for FF consists on those 

exercises which stimulate the flexibility and strengthening … of the hips, 

knees, and ankles,57 and more importantly on exercises which strengthen the 

Tibialis Posterior, Tibialis Anterior, and other foot muscles (namely flexor 

digitorum longus and flexor hallucis longus). 

         Other FF physical therapy interventions include exercises for the 

hallux (big toe), as well as stretch and/or massage for tight muscles, 

tendons, and ligaments. Stretch exercises are performed mainly to 

soften tender Gastrocnemius and Soleus (calf) muscles; on the other 
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hand, the massage therapy is exercised mostly to achieve the release 

of tight peroneal muscles, Achilles tendon, and plantar fascia 

ligaments. To provide more comfort and satisfactory results, a 

combination of stretching and massage therapy it is practiced on 

respective anatomical structures.     

         Strengthening exercises for tibialis posterior, tibialis 

anterior, flexor digitorum longus, and flexor hallucis longus have been 

performed effectively through high-repetition exercises, aggressive 

plantarflexion activities, and an aggressive high-repetition home 

exercise program that included gastro-soleus tendon stretching.58 

         Since Tibialis Posterior Tendon has been (largely) identified as 

the main contributor of FF, its eccentric and concentric progressive 

resistive exercises which reduced pain and improved perceptions of 

function,59 are assumed to contribute also to a more structured and 

healthy medial longitudinal arch (MLA). This idea is almost identical in 

nature with a study performed by Korean Research Society of Physical 

Therapy, which states that foot intrinsic muscle and tibialis posterior 

muscle of extrinsic muscle strengthening exercises may improve 

plantar pressure distribution and dynamic balance ability in adults with 

flexible pes planus.60
 

1.1.1.1 Strengthening Exercises 

         As follows, there is a concise display of various SE for FF, and a 

more detailed description and analysis regarding the top recommended 
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one. SE for FF include: toe spread, toe squeeze, toe alternation, raise 

and lowering of the heels, as well as Short Foot Exercises.  

15.1.1.1.1 Toe spread and squeeze 

While keeping the feet either in the air wither slightly leaning on 

the floor, we spread and then squeeze the toes for 3-4 seconds in 

regular intervals up to 7 times in a row. Repeat these exercises up to 4 

times per day.  Toe spread and squeeze exercises will contract and 

activate the muscles responsible for the toe control.61  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.1.1.1.2 Toe alternation 

The big toe and the other 

ones shift interchangeably 

upwards and downwards in 

2-3 seconds intervals;            

the exercise can be done in 

both feet simultaneously if the person has bilateral FF and can 

coordinate bilateral toe alternation concurrently.                                                 

 

Fig. 9 Spread Toes       Fig. 10 Normally Held Toes    Fig. 11 Squeezed 
Toes 
 

Fig. 12 Toe alternation 
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15.1.1.1.3 Raise and lowering of the heel(s) 

  Raise and lowering of the heel(s) exercise can be done either 

over a flat-floor surface either over a stable stool either over a step; 

Over the step performance has the advantage of allowing the heel to 

go backward in a much steeper angle. Raise and lowering of the 

heel(s) exercise will strengthen both foot and calf muscles. 

                  

 

 

 

 

First, the heel is raised leaning over the tip of the toes creating a 

weight-charged plantarflexion; the foot is held in this position for 2-3 

seconds. Second, the heel is lowered gradually to an approximate 30° 

angle in dorsiflexion; the foot is held in this position for 2-3 seconds. 

Repeat this exercise 4-5 times in a session for up to 15 times per day. 

1.1.1.2 Short Foot Exercise 

  As aforementioned we will dedicate special space to the top 

recommended of these exercises which is the Short Foot Exercise. Short Foot 

Exercises do not rank just more effective than … arch support insoles, but 

when performed alongside these later ones lead to a clear improvement of 

both medial longitudinal arch and dynamic balance ability.62 

         Short Foot Exercise consists on pulling the toes backward 

(toward the heel) while maintaining their normal flat-touch with the 

 Fig. 13 Heel Raise                Fig. 14 Heel Lowering 
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ground and forcing a lift on the medial part of the foot (especially on 

the MLA) for five to seven seconds. SFE is recommended to be 

performed in either sitting or standing positions; SFEs performed in 

standing position will require more efforts than SFEs performed in 

sitting position and while the former ones are repeated up to 20 times 

in 5-seconds sessions, the latter ought to be done 25-30 times in 7-

seconds sessions. Sessions are repeated for a minimum of 2, and up to 

4 times per day. 

Fig. 15 Relaxed-foot leaning over floor    Fig. 16 Contracted foot during SFE                                          

  In a study published in the Journal of physical therapy 

science Moon Et al. conclude that the performance of SFE improved 

immediately the dynamic stability of the patient, consequent to 

increase of patient’s Limit of Stability, and not only; SFE improved 

also voluntary muscle activities.63 Referring also to a study performed 

by Janda and VaVrova,64 Moon Et al. concludes that improvement of 

both dynamic stability and voluntary muscle activities were achieved 

by increasing afferent stimulation of bottom-foot proprioceptors 

through SFE regime. 
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15.1.1.3 Big Toe Exercise 

         Next, in importance-range of strengthening exercises rank toe 

movements such as toe alternation, toe spread, toe squeeze, and 

especially big toe exercises. Big-toe exercises aim to make the hallux 

toe stronger so that it can improve flexion and extension, to assist in 

this way the lift of foot’s medial longitudinal arch. Lean and stretch the 

big toe onto a wall or another firm surface for 20-30 seconds 

depending on age and effort-tolerance; when the plantar structures 

stretch to the point of a firm contracture, then it is release-time. The 

exercise is repeated 2 or 3 times in a raw, for a total of 9 times per 

day. 

15.1.1.4 Stretching Exercises  

         As mentioned previously stretching exercises for Soleus and 

Gastrocnemius aim to soften the tenderness of these two calf muscles 

and increase the range of both plantar and dorsiflexion; normal ROM 

for these two movements (in sagittal plane) is between 65 and 75°, 

moving from 10 to 20° of dorsiflexion through to 40–55° of 

plantarflexion.65 A very good exercise which contributes both to the 

normal stretch of calf structures and the strengthening of the big toe is 

the Ankle Range of Motion.  

         There are different ways to do Ankle Range of Motion, but one of 

the easiest is alphabet writing in -air by foot.66 First, we sit in a high 

(enough) chair or couch so that our feet do not touch the ground; then 

we start writing (hypothetically) the alphabet in the air with our big toe 
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playing the tip-part of the pen. The exercise is repeated 2-3 times in a 

session for a maximum of six times per day. 

         Other stretching exercises are those pertaining to stretching of 

Achilles Tendon; among a variety of AT stretching exercises, the most 

common is the towel exercise. In this exercise, the towel is looped 

around the metatarsals and 

pulled up (towards the body) 

until the foot is dorsiflexed 

to an approximate 15-

20°. Apart from stretching, 

towel exercise can attain 

also the conservative release 

of the AT;  this release is obtained by plantarflexing the foot (up 

to 55°) and pushing it down against towel resistance.  

 Towel exercises can be performed in chair-sitting or flor-sitting 

positions; to maximize the effectiveness of these exercises it is 

necessary to align the torso and knees … straight.67 After reaching 

maximal dorsiflexion (20°) hold the foot firm for 7-8 seconds, then 

begin the plantarflexion. After reaching maximal plantarflexion (55°) 

hold the foot firm for 7-8 seconds. Repeat these movements for 2-3 

times per session for a maximum of nine times per day. 

15.1.1.5 Release exercises 

 Release exercises for FF are performed mostly over the peroneus 

longus muscles, plantar fasciae, and Achilles tendons. 

Fig. 17 Towel exercise 
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 15.1.1.5.1 RE for Peroneus Longus MMs 

         Since PLMs are responsible for the plantarflexion and eversion of 

the ankle, among other functions 

they play a very important role as 

direct stabilizers of the big toe; as               

such PLMs along with the peroneal 

tendons serve also as stabilizers to               

MLA, ankle and entire foot. Rigid PLMs contribute to the collapse of 

MLA and cause the foot to invert. In these cases, along with stretching 

and resistance exercises, it is necessary to attend to the release of the 

PLMs. 

 There are different ways to achieve the release of PLMs; the 

easiest self-performing exercise it is by pressuring the lateral part of 

the calf over a massage or tennis ball while moving the ankle circularly 

for up to 3 minutes; repeat the exercise up to 3 times during a session 

for a maximum of 9 times per day. 

15.1.1.5.2 RE for Plantar Fasciae 

 Plantar fascia performs 

three main functions: it serves 

as a shock absorber, stabilizer 

of foot longitudinal arches, and 

as a facilitator for the flexion of 

the first metatarsal; facilitating 

the flexion of the first metatarsal, the plantar fasciae enable the first 

Fig. 18 PLM Release exercise 

Fig. 19 PF Release exercise 
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metatarsal to carry the majority of the body weight.68
 A study 

conducted by Chang et. Al, concluded that plantar fasciae provide the 

highest relative contribution to arch stability (followed by plantar … and 

spring ligament).69  

  When PF is contracted, its functions are altered; among these 

altered functions is impaired stabilization of MLA. Impaired stabilization 

of MLA in its turn will cause the foot to collapse inwardly; to avoid this 

consequence, we perform the release exercises for PF. For such a task 

we can use a rounded object such as a tennis or a massage ball, a 

plastic bottle (filled with liquid or air), or a moderately soft rubber 

cylinder. To begin with, we place the part of plantar fascia over the 

chosen structure, and while applying moderate pressure roll the foot 

back and forth. Continue this movement for up to 3 minutes and 

repeat the exercise up to 3 times per session for a maximum of 9 

times per day.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.1.1.5.3 RE for Achilles tendons 

 Apart from the towel 

exercise described previously 

(pg. 35-36) another simple and 

effective release exercise for AT 

will be the ball rolling exercise. 

While sitting on the floor, 

position Achilles tendon over a massage or tennis ball; in this position 

    Fig. 20 AT Release Exercise 
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apply pressure with our hands over the shin part opposite to AT. Then 

rock the foot from side to side for 1-3 minutes70   per session; repeat 

the exercise up to 3 times per session for a maximum of 9 times per 

day.                                                                     

  In addition to physical therapy and specific exercises, 

conservative treatment of FF includes the use of orthopedic shoes, 

insoles, and other kinds of orthotics. All of these interventions are part 

of the therapeutic regime and can be applied separately or 

concurrently. The orthotic treatment of FF has found wide clinical 

applications as an integral component to reinstate the normal 

biomechanics of MLA, ankle and entire foot. 

1.1.2 FF Orthopedic Shoes 

         In regard to orthopedic shoes, there is an ongoing discussion as 

it pertains to their efficacity to treat FF. Many scholars believe that 

conservative treatment of FF with shoes is not needed71 because it 

is not effective on development of foot arches72 and does not cure.73 

Staheli & Giffin, doubling down toward this path assert that shoe 

modifications not only are ineffective but are uncomfortable and 

embarrassing for the child and are associated with lowered self-esteem 

in adult life.74  

         These researches have been reinforced also by a radiographic 

study in which the flatfeet of 10 children were compared while barefoot 

and while using Thomas heel, … an over-the-counter insert, … and two 
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specially molded plastic foot orthoses;75 the study concluded that there 

was found not a significant change radiographically of these feet by the 

utilization of any of the appliances.76 Another similar study discovered 

that some cases of painful pes planovalgus deformity were recalcitrant 

to prolonged conservative management.77
 

         Although the mainstream studies have shown no indication that 

orthopedic shoes alone can correct the FF condition, footwear 

modification and orthopedic shoes remain among the basic 

conservative interventions for the prevention of further MLA collapse 

and control of symptoms (especially tiredness and pain). In different 

cases, customized orthopedic shoes are recommended (especially 

when the FF is of severe and non-operable); in all cases, one of the 

main characteristics of FF shoe is that its counter should be rigid.78   

         Apart from the rigid counter, FF orthopedic shoes include also 

the Thomas Heel and an inner (partial) MLA support. Thomas heel is 

the calx part of the shoe that has the inner part approximately 2 cm 

longer than the outer part; its thickness is generally 3-4 mm. Thomas 

Heel along with the inner partial shoe support lifts MLA from the 

characteristic FF-valgus to a neutral position.    

The newly-acquired neutral position, prevents the depression in 

the region of the head of the talus,79 allowing in this way the ankle 

joint to relax and properly align with the hindfoot and the knee. These 

changes pertaining (especially) to the ankle joint and hindfoot 
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alignment are considered conse-

quential to compensatory changes 

following alterations in lower limb                               

alignment.80  

   At this point, to the support 

of footwear effectiveness comes 

also a study conducted by Cornwall & McPoil; among other discussions 

they state that footwear or foot orthotics decrease maximum tibial 

internal rotation compared with 

barefoot walking; in the same 

study Cornwall & McPoil infer the 

use of shoes, an accommodative 

orthosis, and an inflatable medial 

longitudinal arch support, brought 

a decrease to the velocity and the acceleration of the internal tibial 

rotation.81
 

 Before jumping into the insoles’ section, it is necessary to lay out 

other criteria for FF orthopedic shoes. Apart from the rigid (heel) 

counter and Thomas Heel, other requirements for FF orthopedic shoes 

include stable shank support, standard heel elevation, stable fastening, 

and fit as well as comfortable, transpiring and porous materials. FF 

orthopedic shoes are mainly recommended for Grade 1 and 2 of FF; if 

the FF patient suffers from grade 3, FF orthopedic shoes are used 

together with FF insoles or FF orthotics.   

Fig. 21 FF Orthopedic Shoe 

  Fig. 22 Thomas Heel (R) FF Shoe 
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15.1.3 Orthopedic insoles for FF 

         Another recommendation for conservative-treatment of FF is the 

use of orthopedic inserts (or insoles called otherwise); orthopedic 

insoles can be off-the-shelf or customized ones. A quantitative study of 

thirty-four FFF adults, which evaluated gait characteristics and time-

distance parameters, concluded 

that over-the-counter insoles have 

no beneficial effect in normalizing 

forces acting on the foot and on the 

entire lower extremity in adults with 

flexible flatfoot.82  

         The effectiveness of off-the-shelf insoles versus customized-

therapeutic ones was compared in a study conducted by Kido et al.; 

the resultswere evaluated calculating respective changes over MLA 

bones of eight subjects with mild FF. Among other conclusions, this 

study inferred that therapeutic insoles significantly suppressed the 

eversion of the talocalcaneal joint.83 In support to this idea comes also 

the Takata et al. study which concluded that the insoles used on the 

level-ground were effective in stabilizing standing balance in both flat-

footed and normal-footed subjects.84
 

         For Grade 2 FF, sometimes it is recommended the use of both FF 

insoles and FF orthopedic shoes; 11 FF-affected adults wearing both 

orthopedic insoles and shoes were the subject of a study conducted by 

the Institute of Biomedical Engineering of National Cheng Kung 

Fig. 23 Insole Blocks for CMIs 
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University in Taiwan. This study measured the ratio of the navicular 

height to the foot length as a mean of assessment for the longitudinal 

arch; from the evaluation of acquired measurements the authors 

concluded that wearing shoes and insoles significantly reduced both 

the angle and the moment of ankle plantarflexion.85
 

         Since the use of customized insoles has been deemed so 

important and effective in FF treatment, we will take the time to study 

their varieties, main components and their production means. This 

study, will not describe manufactured foot-beds, such as inlays and 

support soles, but will focus instead, on the description of the most 

used custom-made insoles for FF patients, which are foot-beds and 

supplements.  

         Before detailing the components of custom-made insoles, it is 

appropriate to mention their main capabilities in relation to the 

functions over FF deformities. The design of FF custom-made insoles is 

made in such a way that they will correct mechanically the foot 

eversion by supporting the MLA; CM Insoles are designed to provide 

more stability for foot and ankle, as well as to obtain pressure 

distribution, compensate foot length discrepancies and prevent further 

MLA collapse (especially during the early developmental stages). 

15.1.3.1 Structure, materials, and methods for FF CMI 

 The knowledge regarding the structure, materials and methods 

of FF CMI’s it is of strategic importance when the conservative 

treatment is the only necessary approach; a solid understanding  of 
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structure, materials and methods for CMI production will help also 

podiatrists, orthopedic technicians, and other (involved) healthcare 

professionals for a more qualitative treatment of FF patients even 

when the conservative treatment is not the only option. For these 

reasons, and to display a more comprehensive pathophysiology and 

biomechanical sensitivity of FF deformity nature, in the following pages 

will be provided specific details related to structure, materials and 

production methods of FF CMIs. 

15.1.3.1.1 Structure of FF CMI 

 Structural components of FF CMI vary and are used in different 

combinations; these structural components are a) Longitudinal Arch 

Support b) Supination Wedges c) Lateral Retaining Wall d) Medial 

Ankle Reinforcement and e) Relief of foot’s ball pressure. The most 

important and ever-present structural component of FF insoles is the 

Longitudinal Arch Support. LAS can be partial or total; partial LAS is 

made in cases when only the heel bone leans in valgus position. This 

partial LAS supports the navicular bone, the sustentaculum tali, and 

the medial Chopard joint line. Instead, when both heel and midfoot are 

in valgus, then the LAS should be extended along the whole length of 

MLA.  

15.1.3.1.2 Materials for FF CMIs  

         Materials used for FF CMIs are the same or technologically 

similar to the materials used for off the shelf insoles or CMIs 
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addressing other foot deformities such as Pes Cavus, Pes Equinus, 

Metatarsus Adductus, Calcaneus Spur, etc. FF CMI’ materials range 

from the very soft ones such as silicone Shore 00 of 20 density up to 

the very hard ones such as carbon fiber Shore D of 90 or 100 density.  

         Sometimes, for the production of one pair of FF CMIs, it is 

necessary the concurrent-use of different materials; this combination 

of materials ensures that functionality, performance, and comfort are 

achieved simultaneously. Consequently, to make the right choice of 

material’ combination remains 

a very delicate task which 

needs to be based on sound 

discernment, critical thinking, 

and experience. 

         As a matter of fact, for the perfect therapeutic combination of FF 

CMI materials it is necessary to make several considerations, especially 

in regards to MLA supports’ height, width, and thickness; as a rule of 

thumb, when the support is very high the thickness should be up to 

moderate; consecutively, when the support’s height is moderate then 

its thickness should be either moderate either sturdy. Severe cases of 

FF will need MLA with very high and rigid materials; the rigid material 

can be covered by a soft one to facilitate both comfort and compliance. 

         Apart from carbon fiber and silicone, for the production of FF 

CMIs, there are used also thermoformable materials such as 

polypropylene and polyethylene; this latter one will provide a softer 

Fig. 24 Manufactured CMI 
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alternative compared to the polypropylene. Other materials used for FF 

CMI are also ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) materials of various 

densities; shore A 20-40 density of EVA materials it is used in insoles 

for Grade I FF deformities; shore A 45-70 density it is used in insoles 

for Grade II FF deformities; instead for FF insoles of Grade III are used 

shore A 75-100 densities. 

         The thermoformable plastic materials are especially good to 

construct the LAS part of FF CMIs; shore A 20-30 density of EVA 

materials, 3D textiles and leather are good lining materials to serve as 

the cover of the FF CMIs top surface. Low-density EVA materials along 

with Plastazote, Polysynthetic Leather, and latex are good materials to 

be used as cushioning ones; these cushioning materials can be used 

when patients apart from Pes Planus suffer also from Metatarsalgia, 

Calcaneus Spur Plantar Fasciitis or Hammer Toes. 

 

 

 

15.1.3.1.3 Production Methods for FF CMIs 

         Production methods for FF CMIs can be manual or assisted by 

CAD/CAM technology; CAD/CAM technology stands for the technology, 

which processes the FF CMIs (and not only) by Computer Aided Design 

and Computer Aided Manufacturing. Manual methods for FF CMIs 

production are made by taking the feet’s sole “negatives” of molds; 

these molds (or “negatives”) are taken through a Vacuum Cushioning, 

a Foam Box, as well as through Alginate, Wax and Plaster Casts; after 

the negative is taken, we can create the positive (cast) by pouring 
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plaster in the negative (mold) form. Both manual and CAD/CAM 

production of FF CMIs offer advantages and disadvantages. 

  Manual methods for FF CMIs production offer an easier way to 

create and use a template on the basis of a positional-corrected foot; 

these methods are both time-consuming and expensive for the most 

parts. On the other hand, CAD/CAM technology offers the advantages 

of a speedy and automatic procession without neglecting precision and 

custom adaption. Orthopedic Technologists and/or Pedologists should 

choose wisely the method for the production of FF CMIs; this choice 

should be done after a careful evaluation of both specific needs and 

possibilities of each FF’ affected individual. 

         The Vacuum Cushioning method of producing a foot positive it is 

recommended when foot measurement should be taken in a load-

corrected position.86 For this method, there are needed two separate 

(or united) vacuum cushions connected to the vacuum machine. The 

feet are positioned so that the MLA can be lifted in normal position 

correcting in this way also the valgus when present. The patient should 

stay seated during the procedure until the feet reliefs are completely 

formed in the cushions. After this, the positive cast is formed by 

pouring plaster and corrected more if necessary.                                                 

  Foam Box method of producing FF CMIs uses very low density 

(imprintable) foam material contained in boxes; the foot is inserted in 

the same way as we walk (aka heel stroke, medial foot stroke and then 

forefoot). If the measurement ought to be taken in a corrected position 
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the patient should stay seated; this will facilitate the correction of both 

MLA collapse and foot pronation (when present). 

  Fig. 26 Foot Measurement, Imprint, and Molding by Foam Box Method         

      Another method for producing FF CMIs uses Alginate, which is a 

salt variety (its exact name is 

Sodium Alginate);87 this mater-

ial derives from Alginic Acid 

which is an organic polymer 

derived from the stems of 

seaweed.88 Alginate (which is used also in food, cosmetic, dentistry 

and pharmaceutical industries) has desirable attributes for taking 

precise impressions of cavities and body structures. As such, we use it 

by pouring it over the Foam Box or Vacuum Cushion to attain a highly 

accurate foot impression.                             

         The Alginate method of FF CMI’s can be used while the patient is 

partially weight bearing or at a non-weight bearing position; the foot 

should sink mildly and not too deep in the foam (or vacuum cushion) 

and then the alginate is poured carefully over the foot. To allow proper 

penetration of the alginate, it is important that its liquid preparation is 

Fig. 25 Vacuum Cushioning 
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of adequate fluidity (four measures of lukewarm H2O and one measure 

alginate powder) while the patient facilitates the process by gently 

moving the toes.  

         After all the Alginate has been poured and penetrated completely 

between the toes, the patient should stop the movement and allow the 

substance to harden. When the Alginate has hardened (approximately 

5-6 minutes) the patient should remove the foot from the box (or 

vacuum cushion). Differently for Foam Box and Vacuum Cushioning 

methods in the Alginate method (of FF CMIs) the plaster should be 

poured immediately into the negative obtained, otherwise the alginate 

will shrink and lose the form.89  

         Wax Method of producing FF MCIs is one of the most precise 

ones; the wax-plate (otherwise known as paraffin-plate) should be 

inserted for 3-4 minutes in a tepid water filled container. After this, the 

wax plate is removed from the container and positioned over a flat 

(low-density) EVA foam or silicone; over the EVA block can be inserted 

also a jersey cloth which will facilitate a better osculation of the foot 

with the wax while this latter one is pushed and rubbed against the 

former.  

         During the rubbing phase of measurement, the patient should 

wear thin stockings and stand in a half-loading position; this latter one 

will allow optimal measurement of the foot’s relief. After the wax form 

cools down its shape can obtain some additional corrections in an off-

load position. Before pouring the plaster, we position the wax form in a 
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sand-filled container; some sand needs to cover the sides of the wax 

form for counterpressure to not allow its deformation. After the plaster 

is poured and hardened, it is removed from the wax-form and the 

positive is ready for processing.            

         Plaster Cast Method is not only one of the best ways for 

the production of FF CMI’s, but also the most used method to obtain a 

foot “negative” for custom made orthotic devices. As pertaining to FF 

CMI’s the Plaster Cast should be obtained up to the ankle joint; the 

measurement can be taken unloaded or loaded. If the foot is easily 

corrected (due to flexibility) then the Plaster Cast can be taken even 

with a total weight-bearing position. 

         On the other hand, the Plaster Cast is obtained unloaded when 

FF deformity is combined with other foot deformities that need multiple 

corrections; Plaster Cast is obtained unloaded also in the cases when 

the foot cannot correct (due to its rigidity), as well as when the foot 

cannot and/or should not be loaded. Sometimes when the foot is 

completely stiff there will be no substantial difference between taking a 

Plaster Cast in a loaded or unloaded position.  Below we will display 

shortly how the Plaster Cast measurement is taken.  

         First, it is necessary to prepare the required items for the 

measurement: a bowl of warm water, 10 cm wide plaster bandages 

(long up to 3 meters), protective rubber for the cut-line, knife, copying 

pencil, thin synthetic sock(s), Shore 00 of 30-40 density EVA foam, 

Vaseline, and a spirit level. The measurement will be made as below. 
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         A) Mark with copying pencil the prominences of the first and fifth 

metatarsal bases (this will help during the process of modeling after 

the positive is molded). B) Apply Vaseline over the patient’s foot (or 

feet). C) Position the protective rubber for the cut-line from hallux, to 

the dorsal part of the foot and up to the shin. D) Have the patient wear 

the thin synthetic sock(s) over the protective rubber and lean the foot 

over the EVA block.  

         E) After holding the plaster bandage in the warm water 

(approximately 7 seconds), submerge it and squeeze moderately so 

that almost no water would drop afterward. F) Start wrapping the 

plaster bandage from toes upward. G) After bandaging up to the ankle 

go down bandaging for a second time. H) Let the plaster dry and draw 

the position lines by using the spirit level. J) Cut the negative, pull 

from foot and seal the cutting line with a double folded (10 cm wide) 

plaster bandage (making sure that the position reference lines fit on 

each side). K) Pour prepared liquid plaster to form the positive cast.    

1.1.3 FF Orthosis 

         FF orthosis could be off the shelf and customized; even though 

there are not yet enough studies to conclude definitively about the 

superiority of customized orthosis, different pieces of research point to 

better results of customized one in regards to eversion velocity.90 As 

already mentioned in the chapter of Orthopedic shoes for FF, the 
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customized accommodative orthosis along with inflatable MLA support, 

served as restrainers to the internal tibial rotation. 

         Apart from accommodative orthosis, two other custom-made 

orthoses for FF deformities are the semi-rigid and the rigid ones. As a 

start, we will describe their specific functions. The accommodative 

orthosis cushions and relieves pressure from a painful or injured area 

on the bottom of the foot;91 semi-rigid FF orthosis serves to protect 

and cushion the foot, and also to provide support, control, and weight 

redistribution. On the other hand, the rigid orthosis offers exclusive 

arch support.92 

         FF accommodative type of orthosis is good for a patient who has 

little or no deformity; these orthoses use soft, moldable materials such 

as Soft cross-linked polyethylene foams, pen-cell polyurethane foams, 

sponge rubber, and closed cell expanded rubber.93 On the other 

hand, semi-rigid FF orthoses are used generally in grade 2 FF; these 

orthoses are made from a combination of two or more materials, such 

as ethylene vinyl acetates, cork composites, and cross-linked 

polyethylene foams.  

         Rigid FF orthoses are especially prescribed when the Grade III FF 

is flexible; these kinds of orthosis are not moldable and are made 

generally from thermoplastic or carbon fiber. The attributes of these 

three kinds of orthoses differ widely; as already mentioned the 

accommodative ones offer abundant comfort (cushioning), but not high 

support; instead the rigid FF orthoses offer the opposite attributes of 
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the accommodative ones. As per semi-rigid FF orthoses they provide a 

middle-ground satisfactory combination of shock-absorption, stability 

and cushioning.     

15.1.4.1 Different Orthoses for FF treatment  

         Apart from the insoles, there are other orthotic solutions for the 

treatment of FF. These other kinds of orthotics come in the form of 

prefabricated or customized ones. As in the case of insoles, customized 

FF orthoses are produced manually and/or assisted by CAD/CAM 

technology. In all cases, the most used materials are polypropylene 

(PP) and polyethylene (PE). PP is used mostly in the moderate and 

severe cases of FF; PE instead it is used almost exclusively in moderate 

FF cases where both flexibility and durability are required. 

         Both PP and PE have different quality variables within their 

classes. PP has its homopolymer and copolymer derivates; the first is 

more adequate in severe cases of FF where rigidity is a must. PP 

copolymer, on the other hand, it is used widely in moderate FF cases, 

where flexibility and rigidity find the best application.94 The thickness 

of PP and PE materials used for FF orthoses varies (general range 1-6 

mm); its selection must be carefully chosen by evaluating FF grade, 

weight, age, posture, footwear and activity level of the subject.  

15.1.4.1.1 Supra-Malleolar Orthosis (SMOs) 

         SMO’s are the most common and preferred orthotic treatment 

for grade III FF, whose treatment with insoles and FF orthopedic shoes 

has not shown the desired results. Even as the name itself suggests 
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SMOs are orthosis which support both 

malleoli (ankle joints), in their medial 

and lateral aspects. As mentioned in 

the above section, SMOs can be made 

of PP or PE materials and to secure 

optimal foot comfort the inner part can contain a soft (shore A 20-40 

density) EVA material. Sometimes the EVA material covers only the 

inner malleolar part of the SMO. 

         To take the plaster cast for SMO production there are additional 

steps to the ones described during the Plaster Cast Method of FF CMI’s. 

Mark with copying pencil the prominences of the medial and lateral 

malleoli, as well as the lateral prominences of the first and fifth 

metatarsal bases (this will help during the process of modeling after 

the positive is molded). When taking the plaster cast for SMO’s, we 

wrap it slightly higher than 1/3rd of the calf. 

Before pouring the plaster, we insert a (bent) solid steel bar 

inside (and in the midst of) the negative; the bent-form of the steel 

bar and its angle should correspond to the    form and angle of foot-

ankle-shin profile. To fix the steel-bar in the upper part of the plaster-

cast we use a plastic clip; this plaster clip is removed after the plaster 

dries up. After the plaster dries up, we remove also the dried plaster 

cast bandage to get the positive. After this, the positive undergoes 

some remodeling so that both the pronation and the low MLA might 

correct.  

           Fig. 27 SMO  
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15.1.5 Dietary Recommendations 

         Regardless of the lack of a direct relation between diet and FF, it 

is widely accepted that dietary factors play an important role 

(especially) towards bone mineral density95 and bone-surrounding 

structures. In this regard, it is of primary importance the intake of the 

dairy products which contain not only potassium, phosphorus, protein, 

vitamins A, D and B12, riboflavin, and niacin (niacin equivalents),96 but 

are also a good source of energy and calcium.97 
 

            On the other hand a balanced dietary intake is one of the main 

factors for an overall healthy organism; balanced dietary intakes are 

also the best basis to secure an optimal absorption, synthesis and 

interaction between all nutrients, including proteins, vitamins and 

  Fig. 28 Marking of the Foot         Fig. 29 Casting of the Foot 

  Fig. 28 Marking of the Foot         Fig. 29 Casting of the Foot 
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minerals. To address respective Daily Reference Intakes (DRIs) for 

dietary values of relevant vitamins and minerals to foot and bone 

health we will be using the Adequate Intake (AI), the Estimated 

Average Requirement (EAR), the Recommended Dietary Allowance 

(RDA), and the Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) values. 

15.1.5.1 Calcium 

 Calcium received through diet (and especially dairy), has proven 

to play a pivotal role in the regulation of energy metabolism and can 

influence (in a tangent-way) energy-consumption in FF patients.98 A 

balanced and reduced energy consumption (aided also through 

insoles)99 is one of the primary goals in addressing the tiredness 

symptom of affected FF patients. FF patients ought to become aware 

also that the best sources of dietary calcium are milk, yogurt and 

cheese.100
 

         Apart from dairy pro-

ducts, other calcium-rich 

foods recommended for FF 

patients are seeds, sardines, 

beans, lentils, almonds, 

spinach, rhubarb, and 

figs.101
 

To attain the RDI of calcium, it is important the miscellaneous intake of 

the above-mentioned foods. In the section below this paragraph, is 

shown the table of Dietary Reference Intakes for Calcium published by 

Table 1:102 (RDAs) for Calcium 
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the Institute of Medicine’s Food and Nutrition Board. The table displays 

the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) of Calcium for both 

genders and for all ages; contains also specificities regarding RDAs for 

pregnant and lactating women. 

 Other dietary components for a healthy bone metabolism103 and 

good prognosis for FF patients, are vitamin D, phosphorus, 

magnesium, protein, and fluoride; in addition to these, the 

following vitamins and minerals for the metabolic processes related to 

bone health are manganese, copper, boron, iron, zinc, vitamin A, 

vitamin K, vitamin C, and the B vitamins.104 These vitamins and 

minerals are deemed crucial not only for the integrity of (foot) bones 

but also for the health of the entire body. For these reasons, this study 

will dedicate considerable space to their Recommended [or Reference] 

Daily Intakes (RDIs) doses and their respective best or richest sources.  

15.1.5.2 Vitamin D 

 Vitamin D is one of the most natural vitamins considering the 

ways how the human body receives it; it is a fat-soluble vitamin 

that helps the body absorb calcium and phosphorus.105 Natural intake 

of Vitamin D is done through ultraviolet B (UVB) sunlight rays in the 

form of vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol),106 and through diet. To secure a 

sufficient Vitamin D natural-intake it is important to randomly include 

in the diet, Vitamin D- rich foods, such as fatty fish, beef liver, and egg 

yolks; vitamin D is found also in infant formulas and in the form of 
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fortified and/or enriched foods such as fortified milk, cereals and 

orange juice.107
 

         The best timeframe to achieve vitamin D synthesis (D3 – 

(cholecalciferol) through sun exposure is between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.; 

this time-span corresponds also to the minimal-risk hours for 

cutaneous malignant melanoma.108 Sun time-exposure for optimal 

vitamin D benefits varies from such factors as the amount of skin 

exposed, skin darkness/lightness, season, location, age,109 and 

altitude.  

  The principle of sun time-exposure can be resumed as: you need 

more sun exposure if you are further from the equator, if your skin is 

darker, if you are not exposing a lot of skin to sunlight, if it is 

wintertime, if you are obese and if you are older.110 A direct sun 

exposure requirement varies from 5 minutes up to an hour depending 

on the above-mentioned factors; a median direct sun exposure should 

last approximately 15-20 minutes a day. 

 The RDI for vitamin D is 600 IU (International Units) up to age 

70 with an increase to 800 IU daily for people over the seventies. The 

Institute of Medicine set the upper daily dosage level of adult vitamin D 

intake to 4,000 IU. In severe cases of vitamin D deficiency physicians 

can prescribe with due caution the daily dosage higher than 4,000 

IU.111 In all cases a well-coordinated intake of vitamin D from sunlight, 

food, and supplements remains the best approach for balanced vitamin 

D normal levels.      
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15.1.5.3 Proteins  

         The DRI (Dietary Reference Intake) is 0.8 grams of protein per 

kilogram of body weight, or 0.36 grams per pound (weight).112 Milk, 

yogurt and cheese mentioned already as very good sources of calcium 

are also very good sources for proteins; other healthy protein sources 

include seafood, eggs, beans, white meat poultry, lentils, soy, oats, 

tuna, broccoli, etc… 

15.1.5.4 Phosphorus 

 Phosphorus is one of the three macro-elements present in 

literally every living cell of the human-body. Phosphorus plays a prime 

function in the formation, maintenance, and integrity of proteins, 

teeth, and bones, as well as in the metabolism of carbohydrate and 

fats; among other attributes, Phosphorus assists in muscle contracture 

becoming in such way a vital factor in the function and prosperity of 

the musculoskeletal health. 113 Phosphorus is found abundantly in diary 

products, meats, bean, lentils and nuts.114
 

         Adequate Intake of Phosphorus for infants 0 through 6 months is 

100 mg (3.2 mmol)/day; 7 through 12 months, 275 mg (8.9 

mmol)/day; RDI for both Boys and Girls 1-3 years old 460 mg/day RDI 

for both Boys and Girls 4-8 years old 500 mg/day RDI for both Boys 

and Girls 9-18 years old 1,250 mg/day RDI for both Men and Women > 

19 years old1,000 mg/day.115 

15.1.5.5 Magnesium 

 Even though Magnesium is the scarcest of the serum electro-

lytes, it is deemed to be extremely important for the metabolism of 
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many human-body’ elements, for the intracellular homeostasis and for 

activation of thiamine and therefore, for a very wide gamut of crucial 

body functions.116 Among the wide complex of crucial body functions to 

which dietary Magnesium is of a primary importance, are also the 

musculoskeletal functions such as grip strength, indices of skeletal 

muscle mass, and BMD.117  

  Natural foods rich in Magnesium are tofu, whole grains, fatty 

fish, bananas, leafy greens, almonds, beans, peas, chickpeas, 

soybeans, Brazil nuts, avocadoes, cocoa, etc.118 Magnesium RDAs119 

are displayed below.                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Magnesium RDAs:  
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15.1.5.6 Fluoride  

         Fluoride is a mineral not only good for teeth, but also for the 

bones. It has been proven that Fluoride lowers the density of cortical 

(legs and arms) bones, and increases the density of trabecular (spinal) 

ones. For the above-mentioned reasons, it is necessary to maintain a 

balanced intake of Fluoride mineral. Some of the foods rich in Fluoride 

are shrimp, blue crab, grape juice, coffee, black tea, raisins, table 

wine, etc.120
 

 Australia’s National Health And Medical Research Council 

provides the following Fluoride dietary recommendations.121 

Table 3: Fluoride dietary recommendations from birth to 8 years old 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Fluoride dietary recommendations for children & adolescents 
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Table 5: Fluoride dietary recommendations for adults 

  

 

 

15.1.5.7 Manganese 

  As a start, we should emphasize that taking calcium along with 

zinc, and iron122 as well as taking high levels of fat123, can decrease 

the amount of manganese absorption; consequently, for a balanced 

manganese intake could be more adequate and safer to reference to 

the UL levels. UL daily levels of oral manganese are: children 1 to 3 

years, 2 mg; 4 to 8 years, 3 mg; 9 to 13 years, 6 mg; 14 to 18 years 

(including pregnant and breastfeeding women), 9 mg; for adults 19 

years and older (including pregnant and breastfeeding women), 11 

mg.124  

 Among other attributes Manganese serves also as the 

cofactor of the glycosyltransferases necessary in the synthesis 

of proteoglycans that are needed for the formation of heal-

thy cartilage and bone.125  Rich natural-sources of Manganese are 

Cloves, Oats. Brown Rice, Garbanzo Beans, Spinach, Pineapple, 

Pumpkin Seeds, Rye, Tempeh, Soybeans; these foods provide 

respectively the following DRI values: Cloves 110%, Oats 83%, Brown 

Rice 77%, Garbanzo Beans 73%, Spinach 73%, Pineapple 67%, 

Pumpkin Seeds 64%, Rye 63%, Tempeh 63%, and Soybeans 62%.126 
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15.1.5.8 Zinc 

The intake of dietary zinc causes an increase in bone mass and 

its deficiency results (among others) in bone growth retardation127 

affecting in this way foot bones as well. Dietary zinc is found 

abundantly in dairy products, fish, and oysters which are also very 

good sources of calcium and magnesium. Zinc is found also in protein-

rich foods such as legumes, meat, poultry, whole grains, and nuts. 

         Daily UL levels for 0 to 6 months are 4 mg/day and for ages 7 to 

12 months: 5 mg/day;1 to 3 years: 7.0 mg/day; 4 to 8 years: 12 4 

mg/day; 9 to 13 years: 23 mg/day; 14 to 18 years: 34 mg/day; 19+ 

years: 40 mg/day.128 Regardless of these UL doses, intakes larger than 

25 mg may cause anaemia ... copper deficiency129 cramps, diarrhea, 

gastric irritation, headaches, irritability, lethargy, etc.130 For this 

reason, 23 mg/day can be considered as a safe daily dosage for ages 9 

years and above unless there is the case of a confirmed 

zinc deficiency. 

15.1.5.9 Iron 

        The AI for Iron infants 0-6 months is 0.2 mg/day; the EAR for 

infants 7-12 months is 7 mg/day; the EAR for children 1-8 years old is 

4 mg/day; for ages 9-13 years the EAR is 6 mg/day; for ages 14-18 

years the EAR is 8 mg/day. For males 19 years and older the EAR is 6 

mg/day; for females 19-50 years old the EAR is 8 mg/day and after 50 

years old decreases to 5 mg/day.131 Foods rich in Iron include spinach, 

Broccoli, Tofu, Quinoa shellfish,132 Shrimp, Clams, Scallops, Sweet 
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potatoes Peas, String Beans, Beef, Lamb, Turkey, Chicken, Veal, Bran 

Cereals, Corn Meal, Tomato Products, Dried Peas, Dried Beans, Lentils, 

etc.133  

15.1.5.10 Copper 

         Copper DRA values are as described in the table below. 

   Table 6: Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for Copper134 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  The main dietary sources of copper are nuts, organ meats, 

seafood, legumes, and vegetables… as well as drinking water.135 

15.1.5.11 Boron 

         In a study conducted by Rainey et al.  is reported that daily 

dietary boron intakes were 0.75 mg for infants aged 0–6 months and 

0.99 mg for infants aged 7–11 months.136 The UL of boron for children 

1 to 3 years old, is 3 mg per day, for 4-8 years old, 6 mg per day; for 

9-13 years old, the UL is 11 mg per day. On the other hand, the UL of 

Boron for adolescents 14 to 18 years of age and pregnant or 
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breastfeeding women 14 to 18 years of age, is 17 mg per day.137 

Dietary boron is found abundantly in nuts,138 fruit, seeds, stalks, 

barks, and leafy green vegetables.139 

15.1.5.12 Vitamin A 

         Dietary Vitamin A comes is found as the preformed vitamin A 

and provitamin A carotenoids.140 Vitamin A is found in foods from 

animal sources, including dairy products, fish … meat,141 eggs, liver, 

halibut fish oil … and kidneys.142 

Table 7:143 
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15.1.5.13 Vitamin K 

         Vitamin K is known widely as the coagulation vitamin due to its 

high contribution to the synthesis of some proteins (factors II, VII, IX 

and X) which facilitate blood coagulation. Blood coagulation is not the 

only contribution in which vitamin K plays an important role; vitamin K 

serves also as an essential cofactor in transforming anticoagulation 

and bone proteins into their biological active-form.144 The bone 

(Vitamin K-dependent) proteins (osteocalcins)are among the most 

abundant bone-proteins145 and play a pivotal role in bone formation,146 

and hip fracture prevention.147
 

         Vitamin K is found abundantly in green leafy vegetables, 

scallions, cabbage, broccoli, Brussel Sprouts, cucumbers, 

prunes, etc.148 The AI levels of vitamin K are as follows: infants 0-6 

months 2.0 µg/day; infants 7-12 months 2.5 µg/day; children 1-2 

years/old 25 µg/day; children 4-8 years/old 35 µg/day; 9-13 years/old 

45 µg/day; 14-18 years/old 55 µg/day. AI of vitamin K level for 

females 19 years old and over is 60 µg/day, and the AI level for males 

19 years old and over is 70 µg/day.149
 

15.1.5.14 Vitamin C 

         Vitamin C, (L-ascorbic acid), is a water-soluble essential vitamin 

well known for its attributes in reducing the symptoms of the common 

cold;150 nevertheless vitamin C (AA) is also a vital modulator of 

osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation… and its deficiency can 

cause spontaneous fracturing, impaired bone growth and impaired 
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bone healing.151 Some of the richest Vitamin C - foods are guavas, bell 

peppers, kiwifruit, strawberries, oranges, papayas, broccoli, tomatoes, 

kale, and snow peas.152
 

Table 8: Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) for Vit. C 153 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.1.5.15 Vitamin B Complex 

         B Vitamins (otherwise known as Vitamin B Complex) are a group 

of eight vitamins: B1 (thiamin), B2 (riboflavin), B3 (niacin), B5 

(pantothenic acid), B6 (pyridoxine), B7 (biotin), B9 (folic acid) and B12 

(cobalamin).154 Vitamin B deficiency can result as a risk factor for 

decreased bone155 and muscular health with such consequences as hip 

fracture(s),156 157 osteoporosis,158 and sarcopenia.159  

         Vitamin B is found abundantly in brown rice, barley, millet, red 

meat, poultry, fish, eggs, milk, cheese, beans, lentils, sunflower seeds, 

almonds, citrus fruits, avocados, bananas and dark leafy vegetables 

such as broccoli, spinach and kai lan.160
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         Recommendations for B vitamin RDA/AI levels are as follows: 

Thiamin - for infants and kids up to four years old 0.5/0.7 mg/day; for 

ages above 4 years old 1.5 mg/day. Riboflavin - for infants and kids up 

to four years old 0.6/0.8 mg/day; for ages above 4 years old 1.7 

mg/day. Niacin - for infants and kids up to four years old 8/9 mg/day; 

for ages above 4 years old 20 mg/day. Pantothenic acid - for infants 

and kids up to four years old 3/5 mg/day; for ages above 4 years old 

10 mg/day.161 

         Pyridoxine RDA and AI recommendations for infants and kids up 

to four years old are 0.1–0.3/0.5 mg/day; Pyridoxine recommendation 

for kids above 4 years old is 2 mg/day. Biotin - for infants and kids up 

to four years old 50/150 mcg/day; for ages above 4 years 300 

mcg/day. Folic acid - for infants and kids up to four years old 100/200 

mcg/day; for ages above 4 years 400 mcg/day. Vitamin B12 - 2/3 

mcg/day; for ages above 4 years 6 mcg/day.162 

         Vitamin B recommendations for women who are pregnant or 

nursing are as follows: Thiamin - 1.7 mg/day; Riboflavin - 2.0 mg/day; 

Niacin - 20 mg/day; Pantothenic acid - 10 mg/day; Pyridoxine - 2 

mg/day; Biotin  - 300 mcg/day; Folic acid - 800 mcg/day; Vitamin B12 

- 8 mcg/day.163 

1.2 Surgical Treatment  

        There are several types of surgical interventions for FF treatment; 

these interventions include: Lateral Column Lengthening, Medial 

Column Stabilization (Arthrodesis), Medial Cuneiform Opening Wedge 
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Osteotomy, First Tarsal-Metatarsal Fusion,164 Medialized Calcaneal 

Osteotomy, Tibialis Posterior Tendon Reconstruction,165 Synovectomy, 

Tendon Transfer, Excision, and Arthroereisis. Some of these 

interventions are performed concurrently to ensure a successful 

outcome and/or to address other present deformities (apart from FF 

ones). 

15.2.1 Lateral Column Lengthening  

         To have a better idea of this procedure, it is adequate to know 

first some anatomic and structural details of its structure. Lateral 

Column along with the Middle, and Medial ones, compose the triple-

column structure of tarso-metatarsal joints which in themselves are 

part of the midfoot joints. The lateral column is composed by the 

fourth and the fifth metatarsal as well as the cuboid bone.  

         The lateral column is lengthened by inserting a bone graft wedge 

in the front of the heel bone which is cut beforehand.166 The bone graft 

(usually between 4-12 mm in length)167 could be taken from the 

patient’s hip bone, iliac crest, a cadaver or another source (such as 

artificial graft). This procedure is performed especially for FF with a flat 

pitch angle of calcaneovalgus deformities168 and it is offered quite 

random concurrently with calcaneal osteotomy.169    

  The first six weeks the patient needs to walk with crutches in 

non-weight-bearing (especially at the heel); the next 6 weeks the 

patient can walk with crutches weightbearing (including the heel). 
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Total recovery can take up to 18 months and will require physiotherapy 

to help with the rehabilitation process.170 

      

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

                         
             

              
Fig. 32 Lateral Column Lengthening Poster Courtesy by eOrthopod.com 

 

15.2.2 Medial Column Stabilization (through Arthrodesis) 

         The medial column is composed by the first metatarsal, medial 

cuneiform and the navicular bone. Arthrodesis is the immobilization (by 

fusion) of two or more bones over their joints. Medial arthrodesis it is 

done over a single-joint it or over multiple ones; the single-joint medial 

arthrodesis procedures are: navicular-medial cuneiform arthrodesis 

and medial cuneiform-first metatarsal arthrodesis.  

More complex arthrodesis can be a combination of single-joint medial 

arthrodesis procedures and even the inclusion of a talonavicular 

arthrodesis. All these methods have a common denominator: 

stabilization of the medial column by supporting and recreating the 

longitudinal arch; these procedures are less invasive compared to triple 

arthrodesis and are becoming more and more popular171 use randomly 

single molded plates over foot’s plantar surface.172      
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15.2.3 Medial Cuneiform Opening (Wedge Osteotomy) 

         Medial Cuneiform Opening Wedge Osteotomy is called also 

Cotton Osteotomy; in this procedure a bone wedge is placed over the 

top of the medial cuneiform. After this placement, a fixation by screw 

can be done or a press fit non-fixation technique can be applied; both 

methods are found effective in the treatment of AAFF.173
 

15.2.4 First Tarsal-Metatarsal Fusion 

         First Tarsal-Metatarsal Fusion is a procedure very similar to 

Cotton Osteotomy; this procedure is performed in the midfoot not only 

to correct FF deformities, but also to treat different types of Arthritis 

and joint damage. After performing an outer incision (3-4 cm), some 

joints’ surfaces are reshaped, removed, and fused together by pins, 

staples or screws. After surgery a below the knee (up to the toes) 

plaster is applied; the patient will walk with crutches and plaster 

without bearing any weight on the affected foot for the first two 

weeks.174 

Fig. 33 Triple Arthrodesis Poster Courtesy by eOrthopod.com 
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         After the second week, the patient can bear half weight on the 

affected foot and continue to walk on crutches and plaster. After eight 

weeks from surgery the patient can bear full weight with plaster and 

no need of crutches. After 12 weeks if the fusion has consolidated, the 

plaster is taken off and the patient is considered fully recovered. If the 

fusion has not consolidated, plaster can be held an additional month or 

replaced by a post-surgery moon boot.175 

15.2.5 Medializing Calcaneal Osteotomy 

       Medialized Calcaneal Osteotomy is an extra-articular, joint-

sparing procedure176 where calcaneus is cut and shifted inward.177 This 

procedure is used not only for the correction of the FF deformity, but 

also in the correction of the cavo-varus deformity.178 After the inward 

shift of calcaneus securing the hindfoot alignment a plate or screws are 

used to fix the calcaneus in the corrected ortho-position.  

         After the surgery, a splint, cast or moon boot is held for up to 6 

weeks while the patient should walk with crutches and without bearing 

any weight on the affected foot. After the sixth week, the patient can 

bear weight progressively as the condition improves and edema 

decreases considerably;179 at this time the cast can be taken off and 

the patient can begin partial weight bearing on crutches or a walker. 

Normal shoe wear can start 8 or 10 weeks after surgery and after eight 

weeks full recovery can occur.180 

         A restart of regular daily activities can take six to twelve months 

and the process can be facilitated and accelerated through ankle-
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stretching and strengthening exercises; other helpful exercises be will 

be the strengthening exercises for the calf, gluteus maximus, glut 

medium, as well as quality of gait pattern.181   

 

 

  

         

 

 

                              

15.2.6 Tibialis Posterior Tendon Reconstruction 

         TPTR is prescribed as surgical intervention when the patient has 

a severe grade of FF and other conservative treatments have either 

failed, either proved insufficient. In this case the Tibialis Posterior 

Tendon (TTP) is strengthened by the use of another tendon (e.g. flexor 

digitorum longus); other tendons help the small joints of the toes to 

bend… and so the TTP is not really missed when it is used.182  In some 

other cases the TTP has to be removed due to its excessive thickness 

and/or tear; this procedure will be discussed in the Tenonectomy 

section.  

         Post-operatively it is important that the foot is kept elevated for 

the first three days while the dressings are kept dry and intact. The 

patient should wear a boot or plaster for 6 weeks while bearing the 

weight in back slab touch for the first 2 weeks and in Aircast walking 

Fig. 34 Calcaneal Osteotomy Poster Courtesy by eOrthopod.com 
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boot, partial weight bearing (up to 30 kgs.), for 4 weeks. After six 

weeks the patient can start physical therapy; in six to nine months can 

return to most of the activities183 while a full recovery can be expected 

in approximately 10-12 months. 

15.2.7 Synovectomy 

During this procedure the tendons' protective covering (the 

synovial sheaths) are removed. The removal of the synovial covering 

will ease the respective inflammation. 

15.2.8 Tendon Transfer 

 In different cases the transfers of flexor digitorum longus (FDL) 

and flexor hallucis longus (FHL) have brought considerable positive 

results; in some instances, a peroneus brevis transfer is typically used 

to supplement small FDL or FHL transfer donors or in revision...184
 

15.2.9 Excision 

         In some cases when younger patients experience painful 

spasmodic flat foot of recent origin the excision of the calcaneo-

navicular bar is a justifiable procedure…185
 

15.2.10 Double and Triple Arthrodesis 

         There are two types of arthrodesis: double and triple. Triple 

arthrodesis is the surgical fusion of calcaneocuboid (CC) talocalcaneal 

(TC), and talonavicular (TN) foot joints. On the other hand, double 

arthrodesis excludes from such a fusion the calcaneocuboid joint. The 

surgical procedures of double and triple arthrodesis are used as a last 

resort to correct stiff and nonflexible flatfoot. Even though both of 
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these interventions have been proven effective, triple arthrodesis has 

been advocated for significant hindfoot deformity that is irreducible.186 

         Different studies have shown satisfactory results of double and 

triple arthrodesis in function of gait improvement,187,188 and pain 

reduction.189 After surgery there will be necessary 6-8 weeks of no 

weight bearing, and the ankle will have a well-sustained union in 12-14 

weeks.190 Arthrodesis’ complications include bone and/or soft-tissue 

infection, wound dehiscence, and failure of fixation.191 Failure of 

fixation or a non-union is greater for double arthrodesis,192 while the 

talonavicular joint was the most likely joint to obtain nonunion in triple 

arthrodesis subjects.193
 

15.2.11 Arthroereisis 

 Arthroereisis is an ankle surgery that restricts excessive subtalar 

joint motion (for a ROM up to 5%) ... while preserving joint 

functionality;194 this is the reason why it has been called also Subtalar 

Arthroeresis or Subtalar Joint Arthroeresis (STA). STA is considered as 

a minimally-invasive, effective and low-risk procedure in the treatment 

of flatfoot… in both children and adults; STA can be a standalone or 

adjunctive procedure, and is indicated in the treatment of flexible 

flatfoot, tibialis posterior tendon dysfunction, tarsal coalition and 

accessory navicular syndrome.195
 

         It is important to underline (and clarify) that STA is entirely an 

extra-articular procedure that can be performed since the age of three, 

with the child getting (even) a number 6 or 7 stent196 inserted into the 
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main axis of the sinus tarsi197 with the device supposed to remain 

permanently in its insertion place. STA will work best as a standalone 

surgery for mild and moderate cases of FF while more severe (FF) 

cases are better served with a combination of arthroereisis and 

rearfoot reconstructive procedures.198
 

         STA for FF can be performed using different devices some of 

which are listed in the following table:199
 

Table 9: Classification of Arthroereisis Devices 

 

 

   STA is performed generally as an outpatient surgery or with an 

overnight stay; a splint is applied and the patient should hold it for six 

weeks while mobilizing in a non-weightbearing mode (for the affected 

foot). After this period the patient can walk bearing partial weight in a 

walking boot up to the third month post-surgery. After three months 

full weight-bearing is allowed while the patient wears a lace-up or 

stirrup ankle brace and full recovery may take up to 1 year.200
 

            STA stent complications and removal rates differ between 

absorbable and non-absorbable materials. Complications and removal 

rates for all STA stents in children can range, respectively from 4.8% 

to 18.6% and 7.1% and 19.3%.201 On the other hand the removal 
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rates for STA stents in adults can be higher (~22%),202 and the total 

removal rates can rage between 30% and 40%.203 Nonetheless STA 

has proven to be an effective and simple way to treat FF in both 

adults204 and children.205,206
 

2. Conclusions 

     As in all rehab and especially in the orthopedic one, 

conservative treatment is more than worthy; it is supposed to be the 

avant-garde of treatment and care. Since our bodies are created in a 

wonderfully interwoven way of internal dynamics, then all our body’s 

problems should be treated as holistically as possible. Even though the 

evidence for the success of holistic treatment in regard to FF treatment 

still needs to be scientifically proven, it is quite distant clinically from 

being harmful. 

      Since FF conservative treatment is not harmful and its use as a 

start-up has proven to be effective (at least in symptoms’ relieve, then 

it is safe to conclude that FF conservative treatment is a wise choice 

with due discretion in all FF cases. This due discretion consists in 

choosing the right means and extent of FF conservative treatment; in 

some cases, exercises might be the only part which should be 

addressed; in some other cases, a more thorough and holistic 

approach should be taken. All these measures depend directly from the 

specific condition of each affected patient.  
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        Apart from the effectiveness of the conservative treatment, 

another conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that: 

persistence and adherence to the therapeutic regime play a vital role in 

the good prognosis of FF. Muscular mass gain and especially 

strengthening of Tibialis Posterior, Tibialis Anterior, Digitorum Longus, 

and Flexor Hallucis Longus muscles through respective exercises play a 

crucial role in restraining further collapse of MLA and ankle pronation; 

in certain cases strengthening exercises combined with stretch and 

release exercises have proven very effective in preventing and treating 

FF. 

        The adherence to wearing regularly specific-orthopedic-shoes as 

well as off-the-shelf or CMIs has proven to be a determining factor in 

mild and moderate FF cases that underwent treatment from very early 

and early stages. The gradual increase of the MLA’s altitude in MCIs 

and specific FF shoes is one factor that has shown to make a difference 

in the progressive decrease of FF symptoms, such as tiredness and 

pain; the step by step increase of MLA height and short foot exercises 

have also shown to be one important factor in contributing to the 

permanent arch increase of the FF patients.  

     The use of orthotics has shown beneficiary and especially the 

treatment with SMOs. Accommodative-SMOs in cases of mild FF 

deformities have proven to be gratifyingly corrective and comfortable. 

In moderate FF deformities, semi-rigid FF SMOs protect and cushion 

the foot, while providing simultaneously support, control, and well-
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balanced weight redistribution.  In cases of severe FF deformity, the 

use of rigid-FF-SMOs (made of carbon fiber or thermoplastic) offers the 

steadiest arch support even though their comfort is of the lowest 

degree compared with the accommodative and semi-rigid SMO’s.  

    The intake and maintenance of adequate levels of some specific 

Vitamins and Minerals which have proven substantial to the overall 

bone health can affect positively the treatment of FF patients which 

otherwise suffer bad musculoskeletal health. The appropriate intake of 

Protein, Calcium, Phosphorus, Potassium, Magnesium, Manganese, 

Copper, Iron, Fluoride, Boron, as well as the proportional intake of 

Vitamin A, C, B-Complex, D, and K, can become a safety cushion in the 

conservative treatment of FF. 

 When all the conservative treatment measures have not yielded 

their desired results, surgical intervention is used as the last resort. 

Surgical intervention is prescribed generally for Grade III FF-patients 

whose deformity is of a rigid nature and symptomatic. The surgery 

method is chosen by orthopedic surgeons after a thorough medical 

evaluation; this evaluation includes determination of the specific 

etiology, symptoms, needs, potential complications, and projected 

outcome(s) for each affected individual.  
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